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An exceptionally popular casebook, Regulation of Lawyers is a sophisticated, lively mix of

up-to-date materials, realistic problems and relevant examples that covers the full range of

professional responsibility issues. Author Gillers goes ""beyond the rules"" to get at the subtle

differences between proper and improper conduct in the real world. Drawing from an excellent

selection of case law, legal literature, challenging notes and examples from current headlines, this

accessible text helps students understand the rules, regulations and code of ethics that will govern

their professional behavior. The Ninth Editionhas been updated to include current case law on a

variety of topics, including the Due Process Clause, ethical and legal obligations of prosecutors and

denial of privilege for in-house counsel in the EU. It also addresses a range of new issues such as

the ethics of outsourcing legal work, the use of social media, and the effects of technology and

cross-border practice on traditional models of regulation. This edition is also shorter than the

previous edition, enhancing teachability without sacrificing clarity or its comprehensive scope.
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This doesn't even read like a CB. The only similarity between this and a law school CB is that it

sometimes has actual case excerpts in it. In the author's attempt to come across as "casual" or "laid

back," he strays right into the territory of "um...a professional actually wrote this?!" I'm halfway

through the semester and have given up on reading it. Angry at myself for buying it.

This book is destined to bring you grief.....but in all likelihood you have to buy it anyway. Be strong



my friends, be strong....

This book is just awful -It is edited terribly, and very confusing, It's just really seems a listing of all

the cases ever decided - awfully structured - a terrible way to learn ethics - it takes a subject that

could be interesting and makes it terribly, boring. The book is fundamentally hard to read, hard to

remember. It is totally not useful as a teaching tool. In the hands of an inexperienced professor its a

nightmare!Gillers, don't suffer anyone else your bad text books again. You've taken an interesting

subject, made it bland, confusing, and almost incomprehensible. Please, professors considering this

book - look somewhere else - don't encourage him to write again!Look out this thing is terrible!

Worst casebook I have had in my total time as a law student but you may be required by your

professor to read this text. I read the casebook book for about half the semester and gave up on it. I

got an A in professional responiblity and passed the MPRE. I recommend the free BARBRI PR

review book (I think they might charge you shipping).

My Professor swears by it and likes it because of all of the problems in the book (some of which are

pretty good) but besides the problems, it makes the topics much more boring than they should be.

The book could definitely be organized better.

A fair coverage of the major issues of professional and ethical conduct confronting attorneys. Still, at

times a little too cute for its own good. But overall, helpful guidance.
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